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FORMAT
Overview
A three-to-five minute review of a
currently playing, newly streaming,
classic or cult movie.
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BENEFITS
Here are the benefits to participating:
• SOCIAL MEDIA – You will be promoted via social media on Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram to encourage listeners and expand your
audience. Can include reviews for podcasts or other media.
• DAILY PODCAST – You will be promoted during our daily podcast and its
ever-expanding audience, including a 30 second promo of your choice.
• WEEKLY DIGEST – You will be promoted during our weekly digest
broadcast, currently streaming on Society Bytes Radio and soon to be
streaming on multiple stations, along with the digest podcast.
• PROMO ROTATION – Your promo will also be placed into our promo
rotation for the daily podcast, along with other participants, at
least until the podcast gets some proper sponsors.
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PROCESS
Think you have what it takes? Here’s the process to get started:
• CONTACT US – Review all the information provided above to get a feel
for the format, guidelines, and benefits. Use the Contact Form at
onemoviepunch.com with the subject header of Takeover Tuesday,
including a potential movie. I’ll get back to you as soon as possible
to find a place on the schedule. We’ll need at least two weeks from
start to finish.
• REVIEW MOVIE – Once you’re on the schedule, make some time to watch
the movie, write and record your review, then upload it to One Movie
Punch, no later than the Friday before your review is scheduled. I’ll
need that time to listen and provide feedback, if needed, in time for
posting.
• PROMOTE REVIEW – Once the podcast is scheduled, we’ll work together
to promote the daily episode, weekly digest, and encourage online
reviews. It only works if we work together.

